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Introduction



MRI Manually Labelled by Expert

(a) unlabelled (b) manually labelled

Figure 1: A Heart MRI
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Examples of MRI images (1)

(a) 003 00008 (b) 003 00008

(c) 003 00002 (d) 003 00002 3



Examples of MRI images (2)

(a) 048 00005 (b) 048 00005

(c) 048 00010 (d) 048 00010 4



Data used to train the network

• About 100 patients, and a total of 600 images

• The entire zone between the two orange lines will be labelled as

contour
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Machine learning: general architecture

Figure 4: Multi-layer Neuronal Network, Yann LeCun, Yoshua Bengio and

Geoffrey Hinton [17] 7



CNNs: Convolutional Neural

Networks



Convolution: definitions in a Machine Learning context

I : two-dimensional input image

K : two-dimensional kernel

• Convolution

S(i , j) = (I ∗ K )(i , j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I (m, n)K (i −m, j − n)

• Cross-Correlation (a convolution with a “flipped” kernel)

S(i , j) = (I ∗ K )(i , j) =
∑
m

∑
n

I (i + m, j + n)K (m, n)

• Cross-Correlation often called Convolution in machine learning (it

does not matter to loose commutativity of the product)
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Convolution: a representation

o =

⌊
i + 2p − k

s

⌋
+ 1

Figure 5: (Arbitrary padding and strides) Convolving a 3 × 3 kernel over a 5

× 5 input padded with a 1 × 1 border of zeros using 2 × 2 strides (i.e., i = 5,

k = 3, s = 2 and p = 1), Vincent Dumoulin and Francesco Visin [8]
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Convolution: advantages/limitations

• advantages:

• spatial invariance

• limited number of weights

• prevent overfitting

• Learns well how to extract interesting features for computer vision

• limitations (for segmentation):

• Loosing spatial accuracy

• Limited field of view until deep in the network

• Global context lost
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Atrous (or dilated) convolution

d : dilation “rate”, d − 1 spaces inserted between kernel elements

o =

⌊
i + 2p − k − (k − 1)(d − 1)

s

⌋
+ 1

Figure 6: (Dilated convolution) Convolving a 3 × 3 kernel over a 7 × 7 input

with a dilation factor of 2 (i.e., i = 7, k = 3, d = 2, s = 1 and p = 0), Vincent

Dumoulin and Francesco Visin [8]

Advantages for semantic segmentation: enlarged field of view, no loss of

resolution, same kernel size
12



Convolution: Convolutional Layer

Figure 7: Convolution Layer Terminology Ian Goodfellow, Yoshua Bengio and

Aaron Courville [10]
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Convolution Neural Network: an example, classification CNN

Figure 8: CNN for the MNIST problem [27]
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from Classification CNN to Semantic segmentation CNN

Figure 9: FCN: Fully Convolutional Network, [19]

Although a major contribution, it has a few drawbacks [9], in particular

its inherent spatial invariance does not take into account useful global

context information
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MRIs Semantic Segmentation



preprocessing MRI images: specific constraints

• Small datasets, when we want them labelled by experts.

Solutions:

• transfert learning: not implemented here

• data augmentation: crop size of 450 pixels on standardized 513x513

images

• others (like handcrafted feature extraction): not implemented here

• bias field distortion: variations in image intensity not only accross

patients but also within the same tissues of a given indivudual.

Solutions:

• advanced normalization techniques [25] [23]: not implemented here
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preprocessing MRI images: our implementation

Preprocessing: kept very simple here,

• subtracted the mean pixel value calculated over the whole dataset

(144.686 in our case)

• data augmentation: only crop size of 450 pixels on standardized

513x513 images
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Applying CNNs to semantic segmentation

Challenge 1 : reduced feature resolution

• classification CNNs typically reduce feature resolution through the

pooling steps of their layers or convolution striding

• Poolings are nececessary: reduce number of parameters and training

time, diminish sensitivity to small variations

• Stridings are necessary: also reduce the number of parameters, allow

to learn more and more abstract representations

• but both: a concern for spatial accuracy.

• Solution:

• remove downsampling operators from last few max pooling layers,

• instead upsample (example bilinear interpolation)

• atrous convolution: enlarge the field of view of filters without

increasing the number of parameters or the amount of computation.

(source: [4] [5])
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Applying CNNs to semantic segmentation

Challenge 2 : objects at multiple scales

• A solution : multiple rescaled version of input images,

computationally expensive

• A more efficient solution:

• Rather than actually resampling features
• multiple filters that have complementary effective fields of view:

• capturing objects as well as useful image context at multiple scales

• using multiple parallel atrous convolutional layers with different

sampling rates : atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) [4]

(source: [4] [5])
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Applying CNNs to semantic segmentation

Challenge 3 : Global context

• Even with ASPP: when rate of atrous convolution increases, it

degenerates to a 1x1 convolution

• A solution : produce Image-level Features thanks to global

average pooling.

(source: [4] [5])
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Applying CNNs to semantic segmentation

Global Average Pooling

Figure 10: ParseNet uses extra global context to clarify local confusion and

smooth segmentation [18]

Figure 11: Global Average Pooling, [7]
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DeepLab



DeepLabv2: overview

• Deep CNN (VGG-16 or ResNet-101) employed in a fully

convolutional fashion

• Atrous convolution to reduce downsampling (from 32x down 8x).

• Bilinear interpolation stage to enlarge the feature maps to the

original image resolution.

• Fully connected CRF then applied to refine the segmentation result

and better capture the object boundaries. 23



DeepLabv2: ASPP

• several parallel fc6-fc7-fc8 branches (VGG-16)

• 3×3 kernels with different atrous rates in ‘fc6’ (capture objects of

different sizes)

• A similar modification of ResNet: the version of DeepLabv2 we use
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DeepLabv2: ASPP

• The center pixel (in orange): the pixel being classified

• Here four (atrous) convolution kernels are used in parallel

• each with a different rate,

• so each one has a different “field-of-view”
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DeepLabv3

Figure 12: DeepLabv3, [5]

• Similar to DeepLabv2

• key difference: global average pooling on the last feature map of

the model

• feeding the resulting image-level features to a 1 x 1 convolution

with 256 filters

26



DeepLabv2 and DeepLabv3: our implementation

• close to the original structure of the networks by Chen et al. [4] [5]

• data set divided into a training set and a test set (hyperparemeters

remained constant or were automatically modified)

• in the loss definition :

• For DeepLabv2, no CRF postprocessing (different from original

implementation).

• For DeepLabv3, no CRF postprocessing (as in original

implementation).
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Results



DeepLabv2, best performance

• batch size: 2, learning rate (constant): 2.5× 10−4

• iterations: 100, 000, training duration: 120 hours

Mean IoU Mean Dice Mean Acc FreqW Acc Overall Acc

0.69 0.78 0.77 0.98 0.99

IoU (class 0) IoU (class 1) Dice (class 0) Dice (class 1)

0.39 0.99 0.56 0.99
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DeepLabv2, performance through training
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Figure 13: DeepLabv2 performance through training
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DeepLabv2, training set examples
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DeepLabv2, test set examples
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DeepLabv2, test set examples
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DeepLabv3, training, first part

batch size: 2, learning rate (constant): 2.5× 10−4

the 15, 000 iterations checkpoint is the starting point for the second part
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DeepLabv3, training, second part

Learning rate automatically decreased by multiplying it by(
1− iter

max iter

)power

with power = 0.9. We keep the 10, 000 iterations checkpoint.
35



DeepLabv3, best performance

(computation time for the 25, 000 iterations : about 30 hours)

Mean IoU Mean Dice Mean Acc FreqW Acc Overall Acc

0.72 0.81 0.90 0.98 0.99

IoU (class 0) IoU (class 1) Dice (class 0) Dice (class 1)

0.46 0.99 0.63 0.99
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DeepLabv3, training set examples
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DeepLabv3, test set examples
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DeepLabv3, test set examples
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DeepLabv3, test set (problematic) examples
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Conclusion



conclusion

• DeepLabv3 better than DeepLabv2: Global Average Pooling

• Future work:

• Image preprocessing

• Hyperparameters

• Network architecture

• In this work, some interesting preliminary results, consistent with

those by Chen et al. [4] [5]
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Quantitative evaluation of Segmentation:

Pixel Accuracy and Mean Pixel accuracy

• k + 1: number of classes

• pij : number of pixels of class i inferred to be of class j

(for example: pii : number of true positives for class i)

PA =

∑k
i=0 pii∑k

i=0

∑k
j=0 pij

. (1)

MPA =
1

k + 1

k∑
i=0

pii∑k
j=0 pij

. (2)
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Quantitative evaluation of Segmentation:

Intersection over Union (IoU), Mean IoU, Frequency Weighted

IoU

IoU =
pii

pii +
∑k

j=0
j 6=i

pij +
∑k

j=0
j 6=i

pji
(3)

MIoU =
1

k + 1

k∑
i=0

pii

pii +
∑k

j=0
j 6=i

pij +
∑k

j=0
j 6=i

pji
. (4)

FWIoU =
1∑k

i=0

∑k
j=0 pij

k∑
i=0

∑k
j=0 pijpii

pii +
∑k

j=0
j 6=i

pij +
∑k

j=0
j 6=i

pji
. (5)
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Quantitative evaluation of Segmentation:

Dice Coefficient

DSC =
2|TP|

2|TP|+ |FP|+ |FN|
(6)

• TP: True Positives

• FP: False Positives

• FN: False Negatives
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